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MMy So-Called Bollywy So-Called Bollywood Lifeood Life
Sharma, Nisha

YYA SHARMAA SHARMA

Betrayed by Raj, who she thought she was fated to
marry, seventeen-year-old Winnie Mehta teams
with fellow film fan Dev to get her life back on
track and find her true soul mate.

WWords in Deep Blueords in Deep Blue
Crowley, Cath

YYA CROWLEYA CROWLEY

Tragedy lies just beneath the surface of this love
story between Rachel and Henry, who were once
childhood friends. Now, they work side-by-side in
the secondhand bookstore that belongs to Henry's
family, which is brimming with secrets and
crushes, grief and hope.

The MThe Meet-Cute Projecteet-Cute Project
Richardson, Rhiannon

YYA RICHARDSA RICHARDS

High school junior Mia, who hates romantic
comedies, must endure the "meet-cute" encounters
her best friends set up to help her find a date for
her sister's wedding.

Happily EHappily Evver Afterser Afters
Bryant, Elise

YYA BRYA BRYANTANT

Sixteen-year-old Tessa Johnson has never felt like
the protagonist in her own life. She’s rarely seen
herself reflected in the pages of the romance novels
she loves. The only place she’s a true leading lady is
in her own writing—in the swoony love stories she
shares only with Caroline, her best friend and #1
devoted reader.When Tessa is accepted into the
creative writing program of a prestigious art
school, she's excited to finally let her stories shine.
But when she goes to her first workshop, the
words are just...gone. Fortunately, Caroline has a
solution: Tessa just needs to find some inspiration
in a real-life love story of her own.
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AlwAlwayays Nevs Never Yer Yoursours
Wibberley, Emily

YYA WIBBERLEA WIBBERLE

Between rehearsals for the school play and managing
her divided family, seventeen-year-old Megan meets
aspiring playwright Owen Okita, who agrees to help
her attract the attention of a cute stagehand in
exchange for help writing his new script.

Once and for AllOnce and for All
Dessen, Sarah

The RoyThe Royalsals
Hawkins, Rachel

YYA DESSENA DESSEN

YYA HAA HAWKINSWKINS

Is it really better to have loved and lost? Louna's
summer job is to help brides plan their perfect day,
even though she stopped believing in happily-ever-
after when her first love ended tragically. But
charming girl-magnet Ambrose isn't about to be
discouraged now that he's met the one he really
wants. Maybe Louna's second chance is standing
right in front of her.

Meet Daisy Winters. She's an offbeat sixteen-year-
old Floridian with mermaid-red hair; a part time
job at a bootleg Walmart, and a perfect older sister
who's nearly engaged to the Crown Prince of
Scotland. Daisy has no desire to live in the
spotlight, but relentless tabloid attention forces her
join Ellie at the relative seclusion of the castle across
the pond.
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FFrankly in Lovrankly in Lovee
Yoon, David

YYA YOONA YOON

High school senior Frank Li takes a risk to go after
a girl his parents would never approve of, but his
plans will leave him wondering if he ever really
understood love--or himself--at all
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American PandaAmerican Panda
Chao, Gloria

YYA CHAA CHAOO

A freshman at MIT, seventeen-year-old Mei Lu
tries to live up to her Taiwanese parents'
expectations, but no amount of tradition,
obligation, or guilt prevent her from hiding several
truths-- that she is a germaphobe who cannot
become a doctor, she prefers dancing to biology,
she decides to reconnect with her estranged older
brother, and she is dating a Japanese boy. Can she
find a way to be herself, before her web of lies
unravels?
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Perfectly ParvinPerfectly Parvin
Abtahi, Olivia

YYA ABTAHIA ABTAHI

Heartbroken and humiliated when she is dumped
just days into her first relationship, Iranian
American Parvin Mohammadi struggles to remain
true to herself while attempting to prove to a
school heartthrob that she is rom-com girlfriend
material.
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Chasing LuckyChasing Lucky
Bennett, Jenn

YYA BENNETTA BENNETT

Returning to her historical New England hometown
to help run the family bookstore, a budding
photographer reconnects with the local bad boy, her
former childhood best friend, during a poorly
executed act of revenge that lands the wrong person
in trouble.

Hearts, Strings, and Other Breakable ThingsHearts, Strings, and Other Breakable Things
Firkins, Jacqueline YYA FIRKINSA FIRKINS

Mansfield, Massachusetts, is the last place
seventeen-year-old Edie Price wants to spend her
final summer before college. It's the home of
wealthy suburban mothers and prima donnas like
Edie's cousins, who are determined to distract her
from her mother's death with cute boys and
Cinderella-style makeovers. She's got her own
plans, and they don't include any prince charming.

What If It's UsWhat If It's Us
Albertalli, Becky

YYA ALBERTALA ALBERTAL

Told in two voices, when Arthur, a summer intern
from Georgia, and Ben, a native New Yorker, meet it
seems like fate, but after three attempts at dating fail
they wonder if the universe is pushing them together
or apart.

When Dimple MWhen Dimple Met Rishiet Rishi
Menon, Sandhya

When Dimple Shah and Rishi Patel meet at a
Stanford University summer program, Dimple is
avoiding her parents' obsession with "marriage
prospects" but Rishi hopes to woo her into accepting
arranged marriage with him.

YYA MENONA MENON

YYou Havou Have a Me a Matchatch
Lord, Emma

Hot Dog GirlHot Dog Girl
Dugan, Jennifer

A lovesick teenager schemes to win the heart of her
crush at her amusement park summer job, all while
dressed as a hot dog.

YYA LORDA LORD

When Abby signs up for a DNA service, it's mainly
to give her friend and secret love interest, Leo, a
nudge. After all, she knows who she is already: Avid
photographer. Injury-prone tree climber. Best
friend to Leo and Connie...although ever since the
B.E.I. (Big Embarrassing Incident) with Leo, things
have been awkward on that front.

YYAA DUGANDUGAN

FFame, Fame, Fate and the First Kissate and the First Kiss
West, Kasie

YYA WESTA WEST

When teen actress Lacey Barnes gets cast as the
female lead in an indie film, she quickly learns that
life in the spotlight isn't as picture perfect as she
imagined.
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Don't Read the CommentsDon't Read the Comments
Smith, Eric

At home, Divya and Aaron grapple with their
problems alone, but in the game, they have each
other to face infinite new worlds...and the growing
legion of trolls populating them. Soon the virtual
harassment seeps into reality when a group called
the Vox Populi begin launching real-world doxxing
campaigns, threatening Aaron's dreams and Divya's
actual life. The online trolls think they can drive her
out of the game, but everything and everyone
Divya cares about is on the line...And she isn't
going anywhere without a fight.

YYA SMITHA SMITH
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Spending the summer with her aunt on the Jersey
shore may just be the fresh start Quinn so
desperately needs. And when she meets Malcolm, a
musician with his own haunted past, she starts to
believe in second chances. Can Quinn find love
while finding herself?

August and EAugust and Evverything Aftererything After
Doktorski, Jennifer Salvato

YYA DOKTORSKA DOKTORSK
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A TA Taste Faste For Lovor Lovee
Yen, Jennifer

YYA YENA YEN

Both high school senior Liza Yang and her mother
share a love and talent for baking but disagree on the
subject of dating, especially when Mrs. Yang turns her
annual baking contest into a matchmaking scheme.
OvOverdriverdrive e-booke e-book
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Rent a BoyfriendRent a Boyfriend
Chao, Gloria

YYA CHAA CHAOO

When Chloe rents Drew, the mission is simple:
convince her parents fake Drew is worthy of their
approval so they’ll stop pressuring her to accept a
proposal from Hongbo, the wealthiest (and slimiest)
young bachelor in their tight-knit Asian American
community. But when Chloe starts to fall for the
real Drew—who, unlike his fake persona, is
definitely not ’rent-worthy—her carefully curated
life begins to unravel. Can she figure out what she
wants before she loses everything?
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Instructions FInstructions For Dancingor Dancing
Yoon, Nicola

YYA YOONA YOON

After picking up a book from the library, Yvette--
who has given up on love--gains the ability to see
how other people's romantic relationships will end
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